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W

hile the use of
cateer coaching
has grown
tremendously
over the past several years,
there has been little research on
how career coaching should be
implemented in organizational
settings and only anecdotal
evidence on its effectiveness.
This article examines the di.stinctiveness of career coaching
versus other career developmental activities (e.g., mentoring
and career counseling), the key
indicators diagnosing the need
for career coaching, and the
organizational circumstances
under which career coaching is
most successfully utilized. The
article concludes with guidelines to assist senior managers
and HR professionals in
effectively implementing
career coaching.
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Over the past live years, career coaching has
emerged as a major growth area in HR consulting, as a key elemenl oforgani/.ations' career
development activities, and as an important
component of executives' own strategies for
advancing their careers. Today, there arc an
estimated 10,000 full-liirie and part-time career
coaches, and. according to the International
Coach Federation, the number of career coaches
entering the field has doubled in size every year
loi- the past three years (Levinsky. 2000).
Companies such as Motorola, Chrysler, IBM,
Kodak, and AT&T are teaching line managers
how to do career coaching (Tyler, 1997). while
corporations like Bear Stearns, Salomon Smith
Barney, and Sears have utilized the services of
external career coaches (Coleman, 2000; Morris.
2(KX)). As the market for providing downsizing
services has deelinecl. outplacement firms are also
adding services like executive coaching to their
consulting portfolios (Hirschman. 1998). Moreover.
both ambitious managers wanting to get the edge
on their competilion and new entrepreneurs making the transition into .self-managed enterprises
are seeking out the advice and counsel of career
coaches as well (Coleman. 2000: Stauffer, 1999).
There are a wide variety of reasons for this
sudden burst of career coaching activity. During
the downsi/ings of the 1980s and 1990s, the
emphasis on "bottom line" financial success
precluded much attention to sustained career
development for senior managers. Now that the
lahor market is tight and employees have
greater expectations of being empowered, many
organizations are finding their upper- and middle-level managers are having trouble leading in
a more participative fashion. Furthermore, many
organizations are now increasingly relying on
subcontractois, outsourcing, virtual teams, and
other collaborative partnerships to conduci their
business operations. The old "command and
control"' management style is less effective
when team menihers are not all "direct reports"
and cannot be easily coerced into complying
with management demands. In addition, as the
expectations of customer service quality continue to rise, a lack of effective interpersonal skills
can mean disaster for both executives" own
career success and their business units' profits
(Snyder. 1995).
From the individual's perspective, coaching
represents nol oniy a way to remediate problems
but also an opportunity to build upon strengths

and become even more competitive in the market
place. Thus, many managers are seeking out
coaching not only to avoid bad outcomes at
work, but also to derive even greater satisfaction
and rewards from their careers.
Despite the widespread growth of career
coaching activities, there has been little research
on this topic. As Kilburg (2(XK)) notes, much of
what we know about career coaching comes from
less than two dozen studies: the utilization of
career coaching in corporations has quickly outrun
rigorous research on its practice. Drawing upon
previous studies of career coaching, as well.as on
related literatures in human resource management,
change management, and coun.seling. this ailicle
addresses four related topics in this area.
The article first examines the boundaries of
the construct of career coaching and distinguishes this activity from tither career development
activities like caieer counseling and mentoring.
Second, the article explores the key indicators for
diagnosing the need for career coaching interventions. Third, the article exmnines the organizational
conditions under which career coaching is most
likely to be beneficial. The article concludes with
important guidelines for managers and HR professionals to use as they implement career coaching programs. Among the issues to be considered
here are the selection of career coaches, the
setting of goals and action plans, and the assessment of coaching effectiveness.

THE NATURE OF CAREER COACHING
IN ORGANIZATIONS
Purpose of Coaching
There are a wide variety of approaches to
conducting career coaching in organizational .settings, depending upon who is the deliverer of the
service. There are numerous external consulting
finns (such as SKAI Associates, Manchester.
Inc., KRW. and Valenti. Smith, & Associates) for
w hom coaching is a major part of their practice
(Coleman, 2(K)0: Koonce, 1994). Other organizations, such as the Center for Creative Leadership,
provide coaching along with other executive
development .services (Snyder. 1995). There are
even consulting firms that have specialized in
training managers to be career coaches, such as
NexusPoint (Houston) and Coach U (Steamboat
Springs. Colorado): consequently, there are
thousands of "internal" career coaches as well
(Filipczak. 1998).
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While there are many varieties of career
coaching, the curreni literature suggests that it
is inosl likely to have Ihrec aims in mind. Career
coaching is frequently used lo turn around dcHciencies in managers' current pertom"iaiice or lo
strenglhen underdeveloped skills. Career coaching
is also often used to groom middle- and upperlevel managers for advancement, smoothing off
some of their rough edges and fine-tuning their
images and reputations with colleagues (Marshall.
2000: Tyler. 1997). Increasingly, career coaching
is also being used to help executives and upperlevel managers adjust lo major changes in Ihe
workplace, either in tem"is of new corporate cultures or in tenns of new organizational structures
(e.g.. mergers). In all three cases, the aims of
career coaching are much the same: lo improve
managers' adjustment to iheir present employer's
norms and values, to raise their level of performai"ice on current jobs, and to enhance iheir reputations within their corporations (Filipczak. IW8).
And, as noted, many sticcessfu! managers arc
employing coaches on iheir own to even lurther
increase their competitive edge.

Content of Coaching
Most researchers who have examined career
coaching agree upon its three key elements:
(1) il consists of one-on-one counseling about
vvork-relaled issues: (2) its focus is on providing
managers with feedback on bolh their strengths
and weaknesses: and (3) its goal is to improve
employees' work effectiveness in their curreni
positions (Thach & Heinselman. 1999). Allhough
various coaches lailor iheir counseling in difterenl
ways depending upon client needs, most coaching
relationships go through four phases: setting the
goals for the proposed coaching intervention:
collecting data from bolh the target employee and
others with whom s/lie regularly comes in contact
(senior managers, colleagues,, clients, subordinates): providing 360-degree feedback lo ihe
focal employee and discussing a variety of
approaches for improving job effecliveness: and
periodic follow-up and monitoring in the months
after ihe regular coaching meelings have ended
(Hall, Otazo. & Hollenbeck. 1999: Koonce. 1994).
In the first phase, ihen. ihe coach may meet
with ihe client a couple ol" limes lo build irusl. lo
sel realistic expeclalions ofthe coaching relationship, and to define ihe parameters of ihe issues
Ihat will (and will not) he on ihe exhibit during
coaching sessions. During Ihc second stage, the
coach may either collect 360-degree feedback
28
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directly or review previously collected feedback
with the clieni (Hail el al,. 1999). At Ihis stage,
too, some coaches also conduct personal slyle
assessments or personality tests lo review with
the executive (Koonce, 1994).
During the next several months, coaches may
tneel wiih clients biweekly or monthly lo discuss
ways of modifying their behavior (Thach &
Heinselman. 1999). Some coaches also have several phone calls with clients between their periodic.
face-lo-face meetings. Al"ter the ongoing coaching
relationship concludes, coaches may slil! follow
up with clients periodically to assess progress, to
help the client fine-tune behavior, and to reinforce
changes made by ihe executive,

Distinctiveness of Career Coaching
While career coaching may complement
olher career development activities, it is a separate and distinct HR acliviiy. Below, we consider
how coaching is different from three olher career
development activities with which il is most
similar, both in theory and in practice.
Coaching vs. mentorini^. Coaching is difterent
from mentoring in several important ways.
Mentoring is usually conceptualized as an ongoing
relationship between a senior colleague and a
iunior colleague that ean last anywhere from one
to five years (Kram, \9Vi5). hi contrast, coaching
relationships are usually shoner-temi in nature,
often lasting only a few nmnihs in duration.
In addition, mentors are oflen senior colleagues in ihe same work unit (or even direct
supervisors) with whom proteges have frequent
informal contact. Coaches, on the other hand,
do nol work wiih their clients on a daily basis:
indeed, in many eases, ihey are hired as external
consultants from outside Ihe organization (Hall
et al,. 1999). Moreover, the meetings between
coaches and clients are generally more structured
in nature and are scheduled on a regular basis
(Kosan, 1999).
Coachinii vs. counselinii. In several ways,
career coaching is much more narrowly focused
ihan career counseling. As generally conceptualized, career counseling is seen as an intervention
to help individuals assess their overall strengths
and weaknesses as job candidates in ihe labor
market, broadly defmed. In contrast, career
coaching focuses on employees' specific strengths
and weaknesses in their current jobs and how
employees can remediate or improve iheir performance in those jobs (Koonce, 1994).

In a similar vein, career L-ounseling typically
involves a comprehensive look nol only at
employees' skill.s und abilities but also at Iheir
preferences, values, interests, and personal lite
concerns. Career coaching, on the other hand.
usually Ibcuses more narrowly on employees"
uork-rclaied .skills and ahilitieii.
Also, while career counseling often guides
clients lo consider job nhernatives outside the
current organization (and even outside the cuircnt
career path), the tbcus of career coaching
is usually strictly intemal in nature. That is. the
goal ol career coaching is to modify employees'
behaviors lo better fit their present positions
within the firm rather than helping employees to
reposition themselves for better positions outside
the linn. Career coaching, ihen. does not typically
encourage, or include, systematic attention lo job
huniing (Kilburg. 2000). (When managers pay
lor coaches themselves, the chances that coaching
will include a discussion of oiher job opportuniiies
are much likely to be higher.)
Coaching vs. therapy. While coaches may
explore with their clients some of the underlying
reasons for work-related problems, the main goal
of coaching is to change observable behaviors
ill the current job. In contrast, the goal of many
therapy interventions is to help clients understand the root causes for long standing emotional
problems. The target of therapeutic cliange. then,
is much deeper than the target of coaching interventions. And, because the target of therapy
interventions is much deeper, therapy often continues for longer periods of time (Filipczak. 1998).
The primary role of career coaching in
organizational settings is to fine-tune managers"
behaviors rather ihan to alter tlieir self-esteem
or self-concept profoundly. Unlike therapists,
career coaches are not usually trained to deal
with major emotional problems like alcoholism,
clinical depression, drug abuse, and similarly
serious mental health issues.

DIAGNOSING THE NEED
FOR COACHING
While researchers and practitioners generally
agree thai coaching is most appropriate for
senior managers who need improvement in their
interpersonal skills, career coaching is not
appropriate for all types of interpersonal skill
problems. In this section, we examine eight key
indicators that executives both need and can
benefit from career coaching, a.s well as seven
counter-indicators of the appropriateness of

coaching interventions. A brief summary of these
indicators appears in Exhibit 1: a more detailed
discussion follows.
EXHIBIT I

Diagnosing the Need For
a Career Coaching
Indicators of the Need for Career Coaching
• Arrogance
• Anger and abrasiveness
• P[K)r conflict management skills
• Poor mentoring skills
• Parochial attitudes and behaviors
• Disregard for organizational nonns
• Poor overall reputation in the firm
• UnUipped potential

Counter-Indicators of the Appropriateness
of Career Coaching
a Personal or family crises
• Addictive behaviors
• Lack of generic management toots
• Plateaued performance
• Discrepani core values
• Borderline iltegat behavior
• Lack of self-insight/Inability to setf-monitor

Indicators of the Need for Coaching
Arrogance. Some senior managers are indeed
technical experts and highly competent in their
areas, bul appear arrogant and unyielding to
those with whom they work. This arrogance has
two negative consequences for ihe organization
as a whole. Subordinates may be less inclined
to make suggestions for fear of being dismissed
out of hand, while peers may be less inclined to
engage in collaborative or cooperative efforts
with the focal executive. When this arrogance
exceeds the "normal" level of executive ego,
coaching might be a very appropriate intervention
(Filipczak. 199S). Coaches can help executives
better "read"" interpersonal situations and be more
effective inteqiersonally in their interactions with
colleagues (Hall etal.. 1999).
Anger and ahrasivcness. Previous research on
executive succession has noted how anger and
abrasiveness can also derail Individuals on the
way up the corporate hierarchy (Kaplan, et al.,
1991). McCall and Lombardo (1983), for example, note that many executives fail to make it inio
senior management because "they leave behind
HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING
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the organization as a w hole ihan for the resources
a trail of little problems oi bruised people." As
given to their home units and to put the best
the old adage goes, "Friends come and go. but
interests of the organization as a whole before
enemies accumulate." so some executives may
their own personal interests.
indeed benefit from coaching lo reduce the level
For many competitive executives, long
of abrasiveness with which they are perceived by
absorbed by their own personal career needs,
colleagues. A good coach can serve as a soundthis transition can be a difficull one. Career
ing board for an executive's anger, but then push
coaches can help executives diagnose external
the clienl to modify hi.s/her behavior even when
forces influencing the firm, .see connections
feeling provoked (Koonce. 1994).
among opportunities and problems occurring
Poor conflict manafiement skills. A thiixl diagacross multiple business units, and be more
nostic indicator of the need for coaching is poor
sensitive to organization-wide concerns in general.
conllict management skills. In some cases, execuIndeed, consulting firms (e.g., FWM, Inc.)
tives either do not see the need to negotiate and
specialize in coaching executives on Just such
compromise or do not know how to do so without
issues (Coleman, 2000).
antagonizing their colleagues. In other cases, execDisregard for organizatiotml norms. In most
utives may ti^ to intimidate, bully, or otherwise
organizations, individuals (particularly those
demolish "ihe t>ppositioii" - without realizing ihat
^ ^ ^ • ^ '" higher levels) are given some
they may need the assistance of "the
latitude to deviate from organizationopposition" on another issue in the
al noiTiis and practices. Fxecutives
future. Coaches can give senior manAs managers
often have idiosyncratic schedules,
agers specific pointers on when to
make the transiwork habits, and personal styles
stand firm and when to bend, and
tion into the later that are not typical of the general
perhaps most importantly, how to
employee population. At times
negotiate or compromise more
stages of their
executives" idiosyncrasies turn into
effectively (Koonce. 1994).
careers,
it
becomes
ccteniriciiies or their behavior turns
Poor mentorini- skills. As manfrom being disctMnfiting to being
agers make ihe transition into the
more critical for
disruptive (Snyder. 1W5).
later stages of their careers, it
them to demonIn these cases, executive coaches
becomes more critical for them to
can prove useful in pointing out the
strate their ability
demonstrate their ability to develop
consequences of executives" idiosynsubordinates (Dalton. et al.. 1977:
to develop
cratic behavior, the ways in which
Kosan, 1999). In many ways, this
subordinates.
such behaviors are interpreted by
signifies a transition from exclusive
subordinates and superiors, and some
focus on their own career goals to
suggestions on how lo modify their
focus on subordinates" career goals
behaviors appropriately. Perhaps more importantly,
as well. It becomes more and more difficult for
coaches can help nudge their clients further away
executives lo make it into top management withfrom being "lone wolves" and closer to being
out displaying the ability to recognize and develop
"leaders of the pack."
junior talent. Career coaches, then, can help
Poor overall reputation in the firm. There
senior managers develop junior colleagues more
are cases when an executive"s overall reputation
effectively, allow junior colleagues to learn from
in the firm, bolh professionally and personally,
their mistakes in a supportive manner, and to
is considerably out of sync with objective indicaleLUTi some coaching skills themselves.
tors of performance. That is, the executive has
Parochial attitudes and behaviors. The nature
demonstrated excellent performance on hi.s/her
of many Ihtni-line and middle-management posijob on objective indicators, but is nonetheless
tions requires managers to be strong advocates
viewed unfavorably by other members of the
tor their own units. Thai is, these managers are
organization (Filipczak, 1998). These disparities
olten judged successful if they can obtain a great
may be due to one or more of the specific interdeal of resources (pay raises, positions, budgets)
personal issues identified previously. In other
for their units. As managers advance within an
cases,
though, it may result from a generalized
organization, the nature of their jobs noticeably
concern about the individual's integrity or characchanges. For individuals to be successful at the
ter. In cases such as these, the career coach can
upper echelons of corporations, they need to
work with the executive to diagnose why this
show more concern for ihe strategic goals of
30
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disconnect between objective results and subjective perceptions exists. Moreover, career coaches
CLUi help executives take a step back from their
day-to-day behaviors to examine the cumulative
overall impact they are having on both iheir
colleagues and superiors (Snyder. 1995).
Untapped potential. Finally, coaching may
be an appropriate intervention when a manager
is performing successfully on his^er current
assignment - but could be even more successful
with some assistance. In some cases, a manager
may underestimale his/her own abilities: in other
cases, a manager may have aspiration levels
below those that could readily be achieved. In
these cases, the coach's role may be to motivate
greater commitment and enthusiasm about ihe
client's CLireer and Job in general raiher than
to "fix" any specific current problems.

Counterindicators ofthe
Appropriateness of Coaching
Personal or family crises. Parlicularly at the
age at which many managers start entering senior
positions, there are a variety of personal or iamily
crises ihat can distract executives from performance on ihe job. These crises might include
physical or mental health problems, health
problems of parents, spouses, and children, or
separation and divorce. While executives undergoing sueh crises certainly need emotional suppoii.
career coaching is not the most appropriate
solution in these situations. A strictly clientcentered, highly confidential relationship particularly with an external counselor or therapist - is more likely to be the correct intervention.
Addictive behaviors. Unfortunately, problems
of illegal drug, prescription drug, and alcohol
abuse occur throughout society, and managers
are not immune from these addiclions. When it
is believed that addiciive behavior patterns are
the main source of executive performance
problems, outsourcing ihe counseling function
through some type of employee assislanee program is more appropriate than career coaching.
Executive coaches, in general, do not have the
depth ot psychological training to deal with these
issues, nor do they have the medical training
to address the physiological components of
addiction problems.
Lack of i-eneric management skills. There may
be some interpersonal skills in which executives
need improvement, but thai do not require interventions as costly or intensive as career coaching.
For example, senior managers might need some

help improving their skills running meetings or
giving fonnal presentations; however, managers"
deficiencies in these areas may be neither particularly severe nor particularly difficult lo correct.
In cases where fairly generic management tools
need improvement, attendance at executive
development programs or one-on-one mentoring
by colleagues may be equally effeclive and more
cosl-effective ihan career coaching,
Plateaued performer.^. For a variety of reasons,
managers can plateau on ihe way up the corporate ladder (Feldman & Weilz. i9SS: Ference.
et al., 1977). Foremost among those reasons for
plateauing, though, is obsolete skills. Some managers plateau because they avoid getting additional training, while other managers have so little job mobility that iheir set of job skills
becomes narrower and narrower over lime.
In cases where middle managers are plateaued
in lenns of content knowledge, career coaching is
likely lo be an ineffieienl solution. Longer-term,
more intense training will be needed to gel ihese
managers' careers back on track. Allhough coaching could partially address deficiencies in managers" interpersonal skills, such progress cannot
substitute for, or compensate for. managers' lack
of training and technical excellence.
Discrepant core values. As discussed, ihe
goal of career coaching is lo improve managers"
behaviors in ihe workplace. Underlying those
behaviors are individuals' belief structures about
right and wrong, good and bad. In some cases.
executive coaches may be able to modify
managers' behaviors in the short run, but cannot
address long-term discrepancies between a manager's core values and the firm's core values.
For example, consider an organization thai
has strong nonns of openness, honest sharing
of information, and straightforward presentation
of self. For a variety of reasons (e.g., parental
upbringing or critical early career experiences),
a manager may willingly distort or bend the
truth, take credit for work done by others, be
covert in dealings with colleagues, or incessantly
self-promote. In eases where managers' core
values are discrepant from their employers' core
values, career coaches cannot 'f\x' the problem.
Even if some surface behaviors can be modified
in ihe short run. the underlying core values will
inevitably generate more unacceptable behavior
in the long run. When core values are truly
at odds, then, both parlies mighl be better off
considering an amicable parting ofthe ways.
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Borderline illci;al hchavior. The sixth counterindicalor ol" the need for coaching is a pattern of
borderline illegal or socially inappropriate behavior
(e.g.. behaviors bordering on sexual harassmenl).
In the earliest insiances of such behavior, it is
possible that career coaches may he able to head
off future crises at the pass. But once the behavioral problem becomes more frequent and more
ingrained, the usefulness of executive coaches
in lixing the problem declines rapidly. Either the
manager in question will need long-lerm. intense
counseling or will have to be subject to formal
disciplinary hearings. Moreover, because career
coaches cannot recuse themselves from testifying
against clients in any subsequent legal proceedings, it is also in the best interesi ol employees
themselves to have professional counselors wilh
whom to discuss probiems in total confidentiality.
Lack of sclf-i/isightiInability to self-monitor.
Finally, like many other social science interventions, career coaching works best when [here
is a receptive audience. Career coaching is not
likely lo be effective if the focal executive is
forced into coacliing under dtiress or as a last
ditch effort before lennination (Hall ei al.. 1999).
Similarly, career coaching is not likely to be
successful if an individual is iruly lacking selfinsight or has no ability to modify his/her behavior
from situation lo situation. In cases such as these.
no matter how skilled the career coach might be,
his/her expertise cannot overcome such strong
resistance to change.

ORGANIZATION CONDITIONS
CONDUCIVE TO CAREER COACHING
111 the previous section, we c<iiisidered the
attributes of individuals ihat make them prime
(or unreceptive) candidates for career coaching.
Here, we consider the six conditions tinder which
it may be most beneficial for organizations to
invest in coaching.

Labor Market Shortages
in the Industry or Region
Career coaching can be an expensive proposition. It is not unusual for coaches to charge
S,S(){) - $1500 per session. Even if the coaching
lasts only a few moiiihs. those expenses can
mount up quickly (Kilburg. 2000: Morris. 2000).
Consequently, it may not be econotnically rational for organizations to invest in career coaches
unless there is clearly a lack of olher managerial
talent available elsewhere.
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Thus, career coaching might be more beneficial
when organizalions are operating in labor markets
where there are significant labor shortages in the
industry as a whole (e.g., e-commerce). In some
ways, the decision to employ career coaching
is analogous to the "make or buy" decision in
other business operations. Where the expenses
of finding good external candidates and luring
them away arc very high, il may make more
sense for companies to enhance the capabilities
of their current managers through coaching
instead (Snyder, 1995: Tyler, 1997).
Similarly, some organizations operate in geographical locations where it may be difficull to
recruit senior managers (because of poor climate,
poor school systems, size of city, etc.). In these
cases, too. it may be more cost-elTicienl to invest
in coaching one's currenl employees rather than
seeking, often in vain, for better talenl externally.

High Levels of OrganizationSpecific Training
A sec()nd circumstance in which career
coaching might be especially beneficial is when
top-level managers have high levels of organization-specific training and experience (Stauffer.
1999). Because of ihe organization's past
investment in these executives and the difficulty
of replacing their human capital, organizations
might be more willing to provide career coaching
to ihese managers.
Eor example, consider an organization where a
.senior executive has tremendous relationships wilh
clients ;ind suppliers - contacts that would be very
difficult to replace if ihe executive were lo leave
the fimi altogelher. Here, it might be rational for
the organi/atit>n to invesi in coaching to fix whatever interpersonal problems are getting in the way
t>f the executive's perlbmiance. Similarly, it takes
executives working in highly regulated industries
(e.g., defense contractors) considerable lime to
become familiar with innumerable governmental
procedures and the nuances of dealing with various
contraet administrators. Here, too, the investment
in coaching to improve a senior manager's
interpersonal skills may be more cost-efficient
Ihan reciiiiting and developing external talent.

Long-Term Potential Exceeds
Short-Term Performance
Expenditures in career coaching can make
sense if seen in the context of investment in
human capital. Organizations' decisions to hire
career coaches should resl on their estimates

that: (1) a manager's perfoniiance can be turned
around in a short period of time, and (2) ihc
manager otherwise has many more productive
years lo offer the fimi. In short, investment in
career coaches is rational for organizations only
when they believe the potential for long-term
excellence considerably exceeds current performance levels (Hirschman. 199S; Levinsky. 2()()()).
Considera senior manager in his/lier mid-6()s
whose performance has been declining over the
last several years. Given ihis manager's steady
downward trajectory and the relatively tew
years s/he is likely to remain with the firm, career
coaching might not be a rational investment.
Perfoniiance might not be able to be turned around
quickly: even if it is. the manger's fulure tenure
in the firm is very limited in duration. In contrast.
a fil'ty-year-old executive whose intci-personai
behavior has become problematic over just the pa.st
few months might be a better candidate lor coaching if his/lier track record otherwise looks promising. In this situation, the organization has greater
confidence that the individual's long-term potential
readily exceeds cunent perfoniiance levels and that
s/he has many productive years ahead.

Times ofTransition
Se\ eral firms have found career coaches to
be valuable when either the senior manager or
the organization itself is in some type of major
transition. For example, a senior manager who
has been recently promoted may have trouble
delegating effectively, picking up the norms
appropriate to the new role, or interacting successfully with a new set of colleagues. In circumstances such as these, a career coach can provide
non-threatening feedback and can help executives
cope more effectively with their new surroundings
(Koonce, \994). Shorl-lenn coaching, then,
sei'ves as a valuable intervention during shortterm adaplations lo role change.
Along similar lines, career coaching may
be invaluable to senior managers when their
company is merging with (or is being acquired
by) another firm or when the company itself is
undergoing major strategic change (Goldsmith.
1996). In these situations, senior managers often
find that the old ways of perfonning their Jobs
are no longer appropriale. The new organizational
entity or the new culture may stress empowerment
more than control, or, conversely, a laissez-faire
environment may be replaced by one stressing
bottom-line accountability. Career coaches can
be a gotxl sounding board and source of advice

as executives struggle with ihese shifts in culture
(Coleman. 2(KH): Slauffcr. 1999).

Expatriates and Repatriates
During the l9S()s. most of the attention given
to the special needs of senior managers changing
jobs internationally focused on predeparture training (Mondenliall, el al.. 19S7). During the 199()s,
that focus expantieJ to include additional training
after the expatriate or repatriate had arrived at the
new location (Naumann, 1993). More recently.
researchers have noted the vital role on-site coaches can play in the careers of expatriates and repatriates alike (Feldman & Bolino. 1999; Mendenhall
& Stahl. 2()()()). There are two key reasons why
such coaching might Ix' particularly helpful and
appropriate for international job changers.
First, new expatriates need help in "real
time": ihey can't simply wait for the nexl fonnal
training program or ihe next trip home to get
advice. An on-site career coach may have a
better perspective on the particular problems
an expatriate is currently facing and how he/she
can handle them with greater cultural sensitivity
(Mendenhall & Slahl, 2000).
Second, expatriates and repatriates, pailicularly
at the very senior level, may be reluciani ui ask
lor help from subordinates or coworkcrs for fear
ol' appearing unprepared or unsure of themselves.
Career coaches can provide such senior managers
with social support and task guidance under
conditions of trust and confidentialily (Feldman
& Bolino. 1999).

Start-Up or Quickly-Growing Firms
Finally, as Filipczak (I99S) and others have
noted, coaching often provides a useful intervention
for stan-up or quickly growing firms Id develop
senior management talent. Stan-up firms typically
do not have ongoing leadership development
programs. Consequently, several senior managers
(particularly those who have been promoted
quickly through the ranks) arc unlikely to have
received much formal training for their current
positions. Also, in both start-up and quicklygrowing firms, it may nol be feasible for executives to be away from work for extended periods
of time for lengthy executive development
programs (Hall el al., 1999).
Career coaching, Ihen, allows executives in
siart-up or quickly growing firms to get help
on a liniely basis and in concentrated periods
of time outside "normal'' work hours. As sueh,
it provides a viable alternative approach to
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management development when ihe organization's
shoil-term growth spurt makes sustained attention
to long-term training programs impossible.

Setting the Contract

In several ways, setting the contract is ihe most
difficult part of Ihe corporate relationship with the
career coach. Of course, some aspects of the conIMPLEMENTING CAREER COACHING
tract-selling process are relatively straightforward.
IN ORGANIZATIONS
For example, HR professionals or senior managers
In this final section, we examine Ihe issues
typically infomi coaches of recenl changes in ihe
HR professionals and senior managers need to
organization's structure and strategy, as well as
consider most in implementing career coaching
iheir initial perceptions ofthe focal executive's
in organizations. In particular, we focus on ihe
inteipersonal strengths and weaknesses. Clearly
three key responsibilities they have for successdefined agreements about the number of hours
fully implementing career coaching in their
of coaching desired and the salary per hour or per
firms: (1) screening and selecting coaches;
client also have to be reached.
(2) setting the contract; and (3) assessing the
Two other issues arc more sensitive in nature.
effectiveness of coaching interventions.
While career coaches need to develop trust with
the executives with whom ihey will be working,
Screening and Selecting Coaches
HR and top management also need to be kept
The first key decisit)n HR proles^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^M
abreast of executives' progress. Thus,
sionals and senior management must
organizations and coaches have to
make is whether to use extemal concome to some workable agreements
External coaches
sultants or intemal consultanis. Hall
aboul the degree and type of confidenmay be more
et al. (1999) suggest the use of intemal
liality they can promise clienls.
coaches when a quick intei'vention is
appropriate when
This will be especially critical when
needed and detailed knowledge of
intemal coaches are being employed.
there are highly
the corporate culture is critical. In conIn addition, organizations have to
trast, external coaches may be more
sensitive and conhave ,sonie reasonable standards by
appropriate when there are highly
whieh to judge the effectiveness ofthe
fidential issues to
sensitive and confidential issues to
coaching intervention. Consequently,
be addressed or
be addressed or when a coach with
before the coaching begins, organizaextensive and diverse coaching
tions and consultants need to agree on
when a coach with
experience is needed.
which specific ehanges in behavior
extensive and
In cases where intemal coaehes
are expected and how progress toward
are to be employed, it is vital thai
diverse coaching
that behavioral ch;mge can be fairly
such coaehes be properly trained. Comassessed (Snyder, 1995).
experience is
panies like Motorola and Chiysler run
mulli-day training programs to prepare
Assessment of the
needed.
ititernal eoaches (Tyler, 1997).
Coaching Intervention
while extemal consulting finns (e.g..
Finally, as noted, HR professionals and senior
NexusPoint and Coach U) train managers how
management are responsible for assessing the
to be coaches themselves (Filipczak. 1998).
effectiveness of coaching interventions. Depending
In cases where external coaches are to be
upon the nature ofthe coaching relationship, that
employed, the organization needs to proceed
might entail assessments of both the coach's
cautiously and with due diligence. Morris (2000)
pedbmiance and the executive's rate of change.
refers to career coaching as "the Wild West of
Certainly, top management's perceptions.
HR." While there are professional associations
HR"s perceptions, and the focal executive's
of career coaches (e.g.. the Professional and
perceptions of the coach are relevant in assessing
Personal Coaches Association and the International
the effectiveness of the coaching intervention;
Coach Federation), there are no licensing boards
however, it would be a dis.service to both the coach
nor any widely accepted standards of accreditaand the organization itself if three other (and more
tion. Thus, organizations hiring coaches need to
important) criteria were not considered as well:
check coaches' references and credentials thordegree ot" leaming by the focal executive; degree
oughly, as well as assess bolh their counseling
of behavioral change; and degree of improvement
skills and industry knowledge (Brotherton, 1998;
in business unit effectiveness (Kirkpatrick, 1983).
Thach & Heinselman. 1999).
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For example, some organizations (such as
IBM. AT&T, and Kodak) are determined that
those executives who receive coaching learn
how they come across to others and modify
Iheir behaviors accordingly. Coaching consultants
like Valenti. Smith. & Associates also targel
those kinds of results (Morris, 2000; Snyder.
1995). Other clients, such as Medline Industries,
are interested in coaching for the purpose of
improving overall team effectiveness. There are
consulting finns who specialize in that approach
to coaching as well, such as Career Directions.
Inc. (Tyler. 1997). Assessment of ihe tangible
benefits of coaching is critical, then, so there is
both accountability on the pan of the coach and
closure on ihe pan of the clieni.

CONCLUSION
After a lengthy peritid oJ' "lean and mean"
managemenl and fixation on purely financial
resuils. more and more organizations are again
recognizing the importance of developing
iheir human resources. Ironically, Ihe group of
employees who have most often fallen through
Ihe cracks are senior managers ihemselves:
too few in number to warrant formal training
programs, too busy fighting fires to spend much
lime in self-developmenl.
The emergence of coaching as a means
of improving senior managers" interpersonal
skills is a positive sign, on the one hand, that
organizations are reinvesting in their most important human capital. On the other hand, like inany
management trends, career coaching runs the
risk of failure if overused or poorly implemented.
This article suggests some ways for HR professionals and top management to conceptualize
career coaching as a separale and distinct developmental activity, presents some guidelines
for diagnosing which executives are prime
candidates for career coaches and under which
organizational circumstances career coaching
is most beneficial, and olTers some suggestions
for effectively selecting, utilizing, and assessing
career coaehes. With more thoughtful attention
to ils design and implementation, perhaps career
coaching can make the transition from the Wild
West to the New Frontier of career development.
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